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Summary. Sufficient conditions for the stresses in the threedimensional linearized coupled
thermoelastic system including viscoelasticity to be continuous and bounded are derived and
optimization of heating processes described by quasicoupled or partially linearized coupled
thermoelastic systems with constraints on stresses is treated. Due to the consideration of
heating regimes being "as nonregular as possible" and because of the well-known lack of
results concerning the classical regularity of solutions of such systems, the technique of
spaces of Besov-Sobolev type is essentially employed and the possibility of its use when
solving optimization problems is studied.
Keywords: heat equation, Lame system, coupled system, viscoelasticity, optimal control,
state space constraints, bounded stresses
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0. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION

In the series of papers [5] regularity of the solution of a thermoelastic system in
the sense of boundedness and continuity of stresses was proved for the quasicoupled
system consisting of the quasilinear heat equation in the form
(1)

1

foil
= Au on Q = / x ft, I := (0, T),
du
— = g(T) - g(u) on S = I x <9Q, u(0, •) = 0 on 17
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and of the Lame system e.g. in its homogeneous and isotropic version
(2)

(1 -2<j)Av + Vdivu = (2 + 2cr)V7(H) on ft, * e J := (0,T),
r\

(1 - 2a) (£- + ((i/, Viv)i)} + 2av div v = (2 + 2O)7(H> on dfl, t G I,
where Q, is a bounded domain in IR2 or IR3 with a sufficiently smooth boundary which
can have isolated nonsmoothnesses of the convex type (convex edges or vertices), u
is the temperature, v the displacement, g a given sufficiently smooth nondecreasing
function with g(0) = 0, 7 a given sufficiently smooth function, a a given constant (the
Poisson ratio) and the dot denotes the time derivative. Nonregular heating regimes
T (e.g. having jumps) were admitted (in harmony with the requirements of technical
practice). Certain sufficient conditions for such a regularity were established not only
for the character of nonregularity of T, but also for the case of a supported body,
where the boundary value condition in (2) is replaced on some part of the boundary
by a Neumann or some mixed condition. In the third part of [5] the two-dimensional
case of the linearized coupled system including viscoelasticity (see (3)) was studied
from the same point of view.
The main purpose of this paper is to finish the investigation of regularity of solutions of such systems in the coupled three-dimensional case (Sec 1) and then to
treat the optimization of such systems considering a (pointwise) constraint on the
magnitude of stresses. This is done in Sec 2. For the formulation of such a problem
and its treatment the employed kind of regularity of the solutions seems to be the
main base as it ensures the reasonability of the constraint.
The practical importance of the state-space constraint on stresses is obvious—the
body must not be damaged by the heating. For real processes we must preserve the
nonlinear boundary value condition for the heat equation.
In the paper we often use anisotropic Sobolev spaces Ha(U x M) for a domain
M c ( R N , N = 2 o r 3 , where H denotes the square integr ability of the generalized
(possibly fractional) derivatives (for the integrability index p / 2 we denote them
Wa(M)). If a G (R2, then its first coordinate denotes the time regularity, the second
the space-coordinate regularity of its elements, h denotes the local tangential shift
and for a function / : U x UN -> (Rm, m G N, we put f-h: [t,x] »-•» f(t,x + h).
In the Bochner spaces LP(J; Ha(M)), for an interval J C IR and a subdomain
M e n the first coordinate of a denotes the (local) normal regularity, the second
the (local) tangential regularity of its elements, both with respect to dQ. The same
convention will be held for H(J; Ha(M)), where for a Banach space K,
B(J;X)
is the space of bounded maps from J into a Banach space X equipped with the
sup norm. Under regularity we understand here the number (possibly noninteger)
of generalized derivatives in the respective direction. (R+ will denote the interval
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(0,+oo) and for a G R+, Da =
we put z + = max(z,0).

dxa°

dxak

. For a real number or a real function z

1. REGULARITY OF STRESSES IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL LINEARIZED COUPLED
THERMOELASTIC SYSTEMS INCLUDING VISCOELASTICITY

In this section we shall proceed with the investigation of the regularity of stresses
for the coupled model described below assuming again the noncontinuity of the heating regime and a nonlinear boundary value condition in the heat equation admitting
e.g. Stefan-Boltzmann radiation law. We consider a bounded domain fi in R3 with a
C3-smooth boundary. Our system is a partial linearization of the original physically
motivated system and is assumed to have the form
(3)
Poii = Au + oYj div v
1
> on Q,
v = (l -2ai)Av + (l -2a)Av + V d i v U - (2 + 2a)V(~fu) J

| = 9 (D- 9 W
dv

1
I °n

dv

(1 - 2<7i)-^ + (1 - 2a) ( - ^ + ((1/, Viv)i)) + 2avdiwv = (2 + 2a)yuuj
u(0,-) = 0, U(0,-) = 0, 6(0, •) = 0 on ft.
with g being nondecreasing, bounded below and satisfying a growth condition in
the infinity which will be specified in the sequel. Here /?o, 7, Oo> 0% 01 are positive
constants with <r, Oi < | . As in [5], Part III we assume that the heating regime is
bounded on Q and satisfies the relation g(T) G f| H-"~e'1+7?(S) for some 17 > 0.
We recall the variational formulation of the problem
(4)

/ (ioiiwo + (Vu, Vw 0 ) + (1 - 2Or)(V<), Vwi)
Q

+ (1 — 2O)(Vu, Viui) + div U div w\ + vw\ dx dt + / g(u)wo dxdt
s
=

/ (2 + 2<7)7ndivu;i — 8odxvi)Wodxdt +

g(T)wodxdt

for a test function w = [w0,wi] = [w0, [wi,Wi, wf]] G L2(T,Hl(Sl\ (R4)). Putting
wo = w, wi = v in (3) we immediately obtain the usual energy estimate and via the
Galerkin method we prove existence of a solution. Our aim is to prove
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Theorem 1. Let ft C U3 be a bounded domain with a C5^-smooth
boundary
for some 77 > 0, let g from (3) be C2-smooth, bounded below and non-decreasing on
R, let g(0) = 0, g, g' and g" be polynomially bounded at infinity, let g' be bounded
on (—00,0) and let it satisfy the additonal growth condition
(5)

3

3

3 V

60>0z>0 O0

g(y)>c\y\5\

y^z

Let 0o, a, 7 from (3) be positive constants with a < | . Let the heating regime
be bounded on Q and non-negative with T(0) = 0 and let the relation g(T) G
P| H-"~5'1+^(5) be satisfied for some 6 > 0. Then the corresponding stress tensor
e>0

_

belongs toC0(Q;

U9).

The p r o o f will be divided in several steps.
S t e p 1. First some preliminary regularity results for the solution of (3) will be
mentioned. In the same way as in [5], Part III, Sec. 3, we start with the proof
of some partial regularity of Vu and Vv in time (up to the time regularity of T)
via the shift method. From it, the fact it G L2(Q), v G L2(Q; U3) will be derived
by virtue of partial regularity of traces, if g is bounded below on IR. This will be
made by putting w = [u,v] in (4). For details of the estimation employed we refer
to [5], Part III, pp. 284-285. (We remark that the described procedure works for
T G Ha(I; L2(-~-0) with a > | . ) Then we prove the tangential regularity up to the
existence of the generalized second tangential derivatives. To prove it, we use the
local straightening of the boundary, the shift method with second order differences
and the renormation technique—see Appendix. Taking T# as a ball in (R2 (a part of
the straightened dft) and S# : = I x T^, we obtain (after the use of the renormation
lemma—see Appendix) the nonlinear boundary term in the form J g'(u)\Vu\2 dxdt.
So

Due to the monotonicity of g this term can be estimated in this step on the left hand
side of the appropriate "energy-type" inequality which is here important, because the
boundedness of u has not yet been proved. Then, calculating the normal regularity
directly from the system (3) and the above proved results, we obtain u G H1,2(Q).
Analogously, differentiating the Lame system successively in time, in the tangential
and normal variables and using the positivity of coefficients at the normal derivatives
of the highest order (cf. (23) in [5], Part III), we prove
(6)

VveL2(Q;U9)
=-» v,ve

and

v, v G Hlj3(Q;

U3)

p | H o - £ ' 2 - * ( S ; U3)
e>0

v,v eLp(Q;
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3 /-N r t o . iip3\
R3>3\
)C\ LP(S] U3)

for every p G (l,+oo)

Furthermore, like in [5], Sec. 3 (cf. [5], Part III, Sees.2 and 3, too), the use of time
shifts, of the results mentioned in (6) and of the trace theorem yield that \7u G
p| H»~£(I; L2(ft)). Such results, however, do not suffice to prove the continuity of
the stress tensor.
Step 2. The present aim is to improve essentially the tangential-regularity result.
As in the two-dimensional case we must be careful about the nonlinear term. We
use the shift method with second order differences. The nonlinear term has not
the suitable sign and can not be estimated on the left hand side any more. After
the straightening of dfi, (with S$ as above) and renormation, it has (locally) the
estimate 2

(7)

/

\h\-2-2a(g'(u-h)Vu-h

/

- g'(u)Vu, Vu_h - Vu) d/idx dt

2

s^ (-v,v)

f(g'(u)\Vu\)2dxdtY

^c(

( f

\h\-2~4a\Vu-h

f

-Vu\2

dhdxdt

2

S-d

S$ ( — T],7])

£ Vu

U

^ \\ \\l2AS,)y( )\\l_^(S^)

c2
+ 2 ^ N l i a ( 7 ; HW(dn*))>

p > 1, a G (0, §), e small,

where c is a suitable positive constant, cf. Lemma in Appendix. (Using the partition
of unity we can assume that supp u C 5^ and we take rj > 0 sufficiently small.) From
the above mentioned facts we know that u/s is bounded in L2(I; H~(dSl)) and in
p| H*~£(I', H~(dCt)). The norms of these spaces will be called the old norms. Let
f > 0 be so small that £1$ = T# x (0, r) C fi after the local straightening of the
boundary and let Q# = I x Q#. Now, our effort is to prove

(8)

sup/3 0 /
t€l
J

/
J

\h\-4~2oi(u-h+uh-2u)2(tr)dhdx

£-tf ( — v,v)2

+ /

/

\h\-*-2a\\7u-h

+

Vuh-2Vu\2dhdxdt<+oo,

Q* (-v,v)2
i.e. u G L2(I\ H2'2+a(ft))
2

and

u G L 2 (I; H-"+a(<9ft)), a G (0, J).

Here and in the sequel, in boundary integrals V denotes the gradient with respect to the
tangential space variables.
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These norms will be denoted as new. The second term on the right hand side of (7)
will be estimated by

(9)

f d H L ( / ; *i+>«(aiM) < rMVn
Z6

"v

v

x))}

IE

H »„X>

JK „

L2(I; H2(dttt>))

/ / - n i.
(c289)^(l-6)u
^ S (M uM
a,4«-i
+^
+
^
L 2 (/; Hi -W-(dQ^))
(2e(9)^

L2(/;

,V» + - - - - , A O
tf2+

„
\\u\\
M
L2(/;

26

..

(dQ#))

3
tf^oO,))'

0 G (0,1) arbitrary, £ > 0 arbitrarily small.
To be able to estimate the first term on the right hand side of (9) by an appropriate
new norm, we need to have 4a — 1 < 2a0 which enables us to have a G (0, \).
For the estimates of the first term on the right hand side of (7) we need
Proposition 1. (Cf. [1], Sec. IV.) Let J be an interval in U, let real numbers
f3 > 0, p > 1 be given. If f G H@(J) has a bounded support, then f G LP(J) for
each p satisfying the inequality

(io)

i/i_r\<i
f3 \2

pj

^

p<
'
1-2/3'

If f3 > \, then f G Co (J)- For J bounded the corresponding imbedding H@(J) <->
Lp(J) or Co (J) is compact.
Introducing the vector-valued spaces Ha(J; H) for a Hilbert space V, as usual and
using Proposition 1 to \\f\\n for arbitrary / , we can easily generalize the proposition
to the following case:
Corollary. Let J\,...,Jk
be bounded intervals in U for an integer k. Then
ai
the compact imbedding H (Jx;
Ha2(J2; .. .Ha"(Jk)...))
<-> LVl(Jx\ L P 2 (J 2 ;
.. .LVh(Jk). • •)) holds provided for each i G { 1 , . . . , A;}, (10) is valid for pi, a^. For
a{ > \, i = l , . . . , k . the imbedding Ha (Jx ; H a ( J 2 ; .. .H«(Jk)...))

-> C0(U Jk)
i=i

holds.
We remark that trace theorems for spaces employed can be easily based on Corollary.
More general investigation of vector-valued Sobolev (or Besov-Sobolev) spaces is
done in [11] on the base of a generalized approach via the Fourier transformation.
We recall the renormation technique of Chapter 2 of [11], particularly Definition 2
of the appropriate class of the Lizorkin spaces S^qB(U2) in 2.2.1 there which are,
due to Section 2.3.4, Theorem 2 and Remark 4 there, equivalent to our class of the
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Besov-Sobolev spaces. Using these facts and the appropriate NikoPskii lemma—see
Theorem in 1.6.2 there (whose validity for our difference norm is obvious, cf. also
[1]), we can prove another generalization of Proposition 1.
Proposition 2. Let H be a bounded domain in Uk with a sufficiently smooth
boundary, let a, a e R+, let p e (1, +oo), q e (1, +oo)/c satisfy the inequality

(ID

£-(-•---+«.
a

•
1 4 mi=l
t——

\ n

< i.

n-

Then the operator Da: f »-> Daf is compact from W£(Sl) into Lq(Sl). If (11) holds
for ± = 0, i = 1 , . . . , k, then Da is compact from W£(tt) into C 0 (H).
We remark that for for a noninteger the assertion of Proposition 2 signifies the
complete continuity of the imbedding of W£(Q) into the space whose norm is a sum
of the Lq(ft) norm and the appropriate fractional-derivative seminorm. For p = 2
Proposition 2 can be proved directly on the base of Proposition 1 and its Corollary
(cf. (13) below).
In the first term on the right hand side of (7)
(12)

4Vu\\l2ASi))\\g'(u)\\l

(Sj))

we estimate its first factor by the old norm and the second by the new norm for a
near | . Then for sufficiently small e and £ we are able to complete the proof of (8)
for such a. The estimation of both factors in (12) will be based on the use of the
extension technique (cf. [9]), of the Fourier transformation, Lemma from Appendix
and of the Holder inequality for the appropriate transforms. We denote the extended
u by u again and use the notation r, £ n , & for the dual variable to the time variable,
to the normal space variable and the tangential space variable, respectively. Of
course, r and £ n are one-dimensional and & is two-dimensional. The old norms
make possible to estimate Vu e f] H^~e' 2 (S#) <-> f\ L_i_£(S^), e > 0 arbitrary
e>0
£l

e>0
1+

^ c o n s t ( | r | 4 " ^ | +v^~£)

VQ"~£I\T\"~£I

e

13

(cf. Proposition 2), because | r | t - | ^ | | ^ n | ^ ^ |r|4- |f| + |£| 4 with £l \ 0 for
77, e \ 0 and Corollary of Proposition 1 can be used. Therefore p e (1, y§), -^_\ > 4f
in (12). Using the new norms (8) we first estimate for VQ = I&.1&.2I, v = L>o|£n|
(13)

2

2

w i t h ^ i ( s ) \ 0 for s \ 0

=> ue P|L 2 2-,(^),
e>0
£
v%f- i\T\%r-£i

=>ue

<- const(L^" e + |r|4- £ L>§) w i t h £ i ( e ) \ 0 fore

\ 0

f)L27-e(Qo).
e>0
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From these estimates we can immediately see: if there is e > 0 (arbitrarily small)
such that
g'(z) = 0(z*4*-e), z ^ + o o ,

(14)

then the second factor in (12) can be estimated by the new norms and the proof is
complete.
The growth condition (14) for g' need not be always satisfactory. Hence we shall
approach the problem morefinely.The (only) other term in the heat part of (4) which
must be checked in our estimation is its "right hand side" divt). Applying integration
by parts to it, we obtain the volume and the boundary integral containing v only
and both of them have their Lp-norms bounded just by the old norms of u for each
p € (1, 4-oo), cf. (6). We shall denote the maximum of those norms by mp. Putting
w = [\u\2f3u, 0] for a suitable (3 > 0 in (4), we obtain
(15) J g(u) u\u\2? dx dt +

J IV(|u|^)| 2 dx dt

fa^ffi

S

Q

+ (1 + 2/?) sup f \u\2(3+2(t,-) dx^ sup \g(T)\ ( \u\2(*+ldxdt
tei J
Q
J
Q
s
M p(2/?+1) dxdtY

+ m_*_ l(f
S

^

^ sup|0(T)| f^^dxdt
Q

+ ( f |V(\u\2(3u)\pdxdt\ " j

J
S

Q

'

+ m1^ - ^
r-

pv-i

+ ( [\u\pW+i)dxdt+£-?f\V(\ufu)\2dxdt+^—^\J
2 J
2e^2^T J

[\ufftdxdt

with 1 < p arbitrarily close to 1 and 0 < e arbitrarily small. We modify the above
mentioned procedure putting w = [max(z, |w|2/?u),0] for a constant z > 0. Denoting
Mz := {[t,x] e Q',u(t,x) ^ z}, Qz = MZC)Q, analogously Sz and fi2 and calculating
like in (15), we finally obtain
/ g(u) u\u\2(3 dx dt + (1 + 2/3) sup / \u\2(3+2(t, •) dx

(16)

fiz

sz

-^ ko(p,sup|#(T)|,/30)
Q
X

( f \u\2(3+1 dxdt + f M p(2/?+1) dxdt+
5,
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S,

( \uf&

dxdt) + fci

with k\ dependent on z, p, m_Ľ_ and the old norms of u only. Now we employ the
assumed additional growth condition (5) for g. As p — 1 can be arbitrarily small, we
derive from (5) and (16) that гt+ Є Lq(Q) П Lq(S) for every q Є (1, +oo). Hence we
have proved (8) under the assumption (5) for g with polynomially bounded growth
at infinity of itself and its first derivative. For such g we have also proved that
u+ Є B(I\ L p (íî)), u+ Є LP(S) and therefore g(u+) Є Lp(ӣ) and g(u+) Є LP(S) for
each p Є (l,+oo).
Step 3. Now, we prove a better time regularity of u. We still assume (5) and,
moreover, boundedness of g' on (—oo, 0). We use the procedure described in [5], Part
III., Secs.l and 2, but with necessary modifications respecting the up-to-now nonproved boundedness of u. We put w\ = Ù£ — û, where i is the time shift, and w2 — 0
in (4). On the left hand side of the resulting variational inequality we estimate in
fact the terms

(17)

p0 [ [
J-6

(u-i-uy^e^-'^dedxdt

JQ

[(v(u-t-u))2(x,t0)\e\-l-2adedx,

+i /
*

J-6JQ

to e (o, T),
on the right hand side we have the volume term whose estimation is very easy due
to the above mentioned regularity of divt) (cf. (6)), and two boundary terms. The
most important estimate is that of the term

(18)

j(g(T-e)-g(T))(u-e-u)\e\-l-2adedxdt

J
s

<co / \e\-1+e\\u-e-u\\2
J-S

Ĺ

6

_6*

M

3,

| / ? | - l - 4 a - є ||_7(T__)-ø(Г)|| 2 з
w
'
'^v
" v / м t f f í T - *e o ( / ;

<C\+C2ШT)\\2

з

HTÜ

+2a

de

//-ft- £ 0(7; L2(S))

«0(/;

dЄ

L2(S))

L2(S))

with Co, ci, c2 suitable positive constants and £_•, e > 0 arbitrarily small. In the last
estimate we have used also the renormation lemma. The last norm in (18) will be
estimated by sup |g|||F|| 2 3 , 2 ___
, where R(T) is the range of T, and this
R(T)

H™^

n

£

o(/;

L2(S))

can be done for a < ^ .
A little more difficult is the estimation of the last term which differs from that
in (18) by g(T) being consistently replaced by g(u). First we proceed as in (18),
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but the estimate of the admissible a needs the knowledge of boundary regularity of
g(u), because we have not yet proved the essential boundedness of u. If (5) holds
and g" is again polynomially bounded, then we are able to prove g'(u)u G L2-£(Q)
and V2g(u) = g"(u)Vu eg) Vu + g'(u)V2u G L^_£(Q) for e > 0 sufficiently small.
Using Proposition 2 we prove that g(u) G f| ff ™~£' ^~£(Q), hence g(u) G IP"(I;
e>0

dQ,) for each UJ G (0, j ^ ) . Thus the above mentioned procedure can be also executed
for this term with a < -^. Iterating the procedure like in [5], Part III, Sec. V
we improve the admissible interval for a to (0, -^). This result gives us a certain
better time regularity of the trace of u. Now we use the iterative method of [5],
Part III, Sec. 2 consisting in the estimation of the better time regularity of Vit
and then of the trace of u with the help of time shifts in the arguments of (4) (by
putting w\ --= (w\)-t = U£ — u and w2 = 0 in (4)) and in combination with the
above described procedure. Carrying out this iterative procedure, we prove that

ue 0

Hi-*(I;L2(n)).

£>0

Step 4. Here we shall complete the proof of Theorem 1. The proof of the normal
regularity of u under the assumption (5) is again analogous to that in [5], Part III. We
are able to prove that g(u) G L2(I; II1 (S)) which enables us to use the interpolation
method like there (treating w a s a part of the right hand side of a parametric elliptic
equation) and prove that u G f| H*~£' 2~£(Q) n fl
II1_£'2"£(S).
e>0

e>0

It remains to prove a little better tangential regularity of u. We return to the
estimate (7), but for a = \ + c?, 6 G (0, \). Unlike (7) we estimate it with the help
of the renormation lemma (see Appendix) as follows:
(19)

/

\h\-2-2a(g'(u-h)Vu-h

f

S# (-T?,77)

< eo||tt||i, ( _. ^ ( a , , ) + 70j
Sd

+

- g'(u)\/u, Vu-h

- Vu) Ahdx dt

2

j

\h\-2-2\(9'(u)?\V{u-h

- u)\2

(-ViV)2

\Vu-h\2(g'(u-h)-g'(u))2)dxdtdh,

where e > 0 is arbitrarily small. The first term in (19) will be estimated by the "new"
norm whose boundedness is being proved. The second term (without the coefficient)
can be estimated by
(20)

ll</(tt)lli„(S)H 2 L

{I,wr^{dQ))
v-—

+ l|Vtt||l 4 _ £i(S)) ||_'(u)|| 2 L
90

_r=T

/;

w^(dQ))

with p ^ 1 arbitrarily large and ei,e2 arbitrarily small. As we can prove the boundedness of all terms in (20) for a suitable choice of p,ei,e2 at least for 0 G (0, | )
using the up-to-now proved regularity of u and Proposition 2, and the estimation of
the other terms on the right hand side of the appropriate energy-type inequality is
standard, we have proved that for such 6 > 0

r e p| H^'1+"(S)

(21)

=>

e>0

u e p| .ff *-*• *-'• *+'. >+§(Q).
e>0

From it we can prove u G C(Q) and a possible further regularization procedure is
quite standard. Particularly, (21) holds for every 0 > 0.
The proof of the regularity of v is then quite standard, too. Some of its steps
were mentioned above. Via the shift method we prove better time and tangential
regularity corresponding to the result for u in (21). In fact, it is sufficient to use
an estimate like (26) of [5], Part III and via Corollary of Proposition 1 we prove
the boundedness and continuity of Vv and therefore of the stresses. Theorem 1 is
proved.
•
R e m a r k 1. Without the assumption (5) we could proceed with the proof under
the only growth condition (14). As (5) seems to be satisfactory and the estimation
would be more complicated, we avoid this process.
2. If in (3) a function j(u) with globally bounded 7', 7", 7'" occurs instead of *yu
(7 a constant), the proof of v G Hl^(Q\ R3) requires to prove Vu G L±(Q). To prove
it, however, we need the proof of (8) which can be proved e.g. under assumption
(14) without further knowledge about v. If e.g. (5) and (14) hold simultaneously, we
are able to do all the other estimation, to arrive at (21) and, finally, to prove the
assertion of Theorem 1.
3. For dim ft = 2 we can prove Vu G L*(Q) if Vu G H^+^^+a(Q)
and a >
a0 = - ^ - | , which holds for T G fl # * " * ' " (S) for a > a0.
V

e>0

Replacing the condition of Theorem 1 for T by some spatially asymmetric condition admitting jumps also in one of the spatial direction that is, e.g.
(22)

g(T) G P .ff *-*•*-*•#+'(S) for some 0 > 0,
e>0

we can prove the basic regularity u G L2(Q), u G f| L2(I\ Hl,2-£(ft^))

and anal-

e>0

ogous results for v for every choice of the region fi#. Then Au G L2(Q) and, in
fact, the normal regularity can be calculated directly (from the tangential shift
method we in fact obtain J^- G f| L2(I; H1_e(^^))
and then we can prove f^r G
*

£>0
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n L2 (I; (H£(Q#))*), where xt is an arbitrary unit tangential vector and xn is the
£>0

unit normal vector). This result finally gives u G f) H1,2~£(Q).

Using the same

£>0

arguments we can prove (6) with 3 - e instead of 3 for e > 0 arbitrarily small. Then
we can execute the first two steps of the further regularization procedure as above
under the assumption (5) and all other growth conditions of Theorem 1. We prove
(23)

u G f | H$-e>2-e>2-e>'*-e{Q*) O f | H1-^-*'2-6^*)
e>0

u+e

and

e>0

f|

Lp(Q)n

pG(l,+oo)

f|

LP(S)

p€(l,+oo)

for every choice of the region ft-?. There is no possibility to prove any better normal
regularity of u. Thus we shall proceed in the proof of better tangential regularity
in the "regular" tangential direction (we denote it by xr) similarly to (19) and (20)
with the necessary changes: the indices for derivatives will hold for xr only and we
have proved up to now only that #•*- € fl #*"*'«~ e,1 ~ e (Stf) <-¥ f| L42_£(S#) (its
er>0

e>0

ll

regularity in the remaining tangent direction further denoted by xe follows from the
shift and renormation technique, but not directly from (23)). We can assume in fact
that 0 G (0,1) because of the renormation lemma (for 6 ^ | we need to start in
(19) from the second differences, its right hand side, however, remains unchanged).
As in (20) p G (1, -f oo) can be arbitrary, the first term of (20) can be estimated via
Proposition 2 for every 9 G (0,1) thanks to (23) and the assumption to g'. Using
the fact that the differences of the positive part of a function can be estimated by
the differences of the function and the assumption \g'(z)\ ^ c'(l -f (z+)2n) for some
n G N, we can estimate the second factor of the second term of (20) by
s

(24)

J J ^-'-^(u^)

- g(u)\* dx dt dh

-SSo

ч

u(fc,x e ,x r +/i)

S

1 a,

= /yV^ -

/

3'(c)dc

dx dt dh

•u(£,x e ,x r )

-SSo

o

+ ^ ~

I J \h\-l-a"\U-h ~ u|«|P 0 (u + ,«í f c )|» d*dř<

where PQ is a polynomial of degree 2n. Due to (23) and the above proved integrability
of ^ L the application of the Holder inequality to the last integral in (24) does not
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change the estimate (with a possible exception of an arbitrarily small e > 0) and, in
fact, we work with q greater than but arbitrarily close to ~ and arbitrary a > 6.
Using Proposition 2 we can see that the estimate can be made for 0 < j § | . Like in [5],
Part III, Sec 2 it suffices to restrict ourselves to 0 ^ § + 0, 0 > 0 arbitrarily small.
Thus we have proved for some 0 > 0 that u e f] Hi-^2-£^-£^+e(Q)
n C 0 (I;
£>0

IJf-£'|-£'2+56,(n))
<-» CQ(Q).
(For some possible better regularity of u we can
then use standard procedures.) Then we prove the better regularity of v in the
x r -direction. We left the details to the reader. Thus the following theorem is proved:
T h e o r e m 1'. The assertion of Theorem 1 aiso holds, provided its requirement of
regularity ofT is replaced by (22) and the other assumptions of Theorem 1 remain
valid.
R e m a r k . The condition (22) is valid e.g. if T is monotonic in time for almost
every x e <9ft, has uniformly bounded variation in the "non-regular" space variable
(independently of time and of the other space variable) and is sufficiently smooth
in the regular space variable (e.g. with the Holder continuous derivative with the
exponent corresponding to (22)).

2 . OPTIMAL HEATING OF THE THERMOELASTIC PROCESSES

In this part we will treat the optimal control of processes described by the above
defined systems. We shall keep the general scheme of the optimal control problem
(25)

A(U) = J(W, tfW) -> inf

subject to U e Uad C Uy VU e y a d C Y.

To avoid any confusion in the sequel, we preserve the notation of Sec 1 and denote
the control variable U by T, provided the heating regime is the only control variable.
The state operator \I>: T «-> [u, v] (in the notation of the preceding section) will be
denoted by ^ i for the system {(1),(2)} and by \P2 for the system (3). The set of
admissible controls Uad will be a closed subset of the set of functions defined on 5
with the range in the interval (0, D) being nondecreasing in time and belonging to
the control space U. Suitable possibilities of the choice of U, Uad having practical
reasons are introduced below. The state-space constraint is defined in the following
way: We assume that for a displacement v, a reference stress r(v) =
r(v(t,x)),
[t,x] e Q, dependent only on the stress tensor to v at [t,x] is defined. It is well
known (cf. e.g. [10]) that such a definition of r ensures that the mapping T »-> r(v)
is well defined even when the semicoercive problem (2) does not ensure unicity of its
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solution formulated in displacements. Moreover, we assume that for any temperature
u some bound for the maximal admissible stress s(u) is prescribed. Then
(26)

y a d := {y = [u,v]eY;

(r(v))2 <: s(u) on Q}.

Of course, we assume that r is at least Lipschitz and s is C\-smooth and positive.
The choice of the state space, the particular choice of the reference stress and the
form and the qualities of the cost function will be treated below again.
To be able to do it, we need to recall the following facts from [5] and the first part
of this paper: As the Hook law for homogeneous isotropic bodies is included in (2)
and (3), we have the stress tensor to the state operator \I>Z, % = 1,2 in the particular
form
E

(27)

(

N

1

T{j(v) = ( 2 + 2O)(l-2O) V "

2a)ei v)

+ a&i

^

c

v

\

* 5Z **( )J >

t,j = l,...,iV,
Tij V)

(

E
= (l + a)(l-2-)

f
( ( 1 " 2a)ei^v)

+ (1 ~ ^ l ^ W
A!

IV

+ 2aSij^2ekk(v)
k=l

+ (2<n - l)S{j

v

^2ekk(v)V
k=l

'

i , j = l,...,iV,
respectively, with the Young modulus of elasticity F, the small strain tensor eij(v) =
| ( ^ V + ;3^-)5 hj = 1, • • • 5 N, and the Kronecker symbol Sij. However, the majority
of the results recalled further is valid for the general case of the linear elasticity,
too. If ft has a sufficiently smooth boundary, i.e. dfl G Ca+7?, C^+7?0 for dim ft =
IV = 2,3, respectively, with r)0 > 0 arbitrarily small and if g(T) e Hi~e(I\ L2(<9-1)),
H~~£,1+r)(S) for IV = 2,3 respectively again, where e is a fixed very small positive
number and rj = r](e) > 0 can be arbitrarily small for arbitrarily small e, then
both operators ^ i , #2 give bounded and continuous stresses. For dim ft = 3 the
same assertion is true for g(T) from n r -" e '-~ e '""+ T ?(5), if analogous requirements
for e and 77 are satisfied. For the state operator ^1 and the isolated convex boundary
nonsmoothnesses of ft C K2, the same is true for g(T) satisfying the above mentioned
condition. In the three-dimensional case we have proved it for the nonsmoothnesses
having the form of edges, and the possibility to combine these nonsmoothnesses with
the nonregularity of the control in one space variable is limited (see [5], Part III,
Sec 1). For dim ft = 2 also certain combinations of the boundary value condition in
(2) on a part I x (dft)i of S with the condition describing the influence of a support
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on another part I x (dft)2, namely
(28)

St = 0, vn = 0

(29)

v = 0,

will be possible in order to obtain bounded stresses, if dfti consists of finite number
of components, i = 1,2 and, moreover, for (28) the angle between dfti and dft2 is
less than or equal to | and for (29) less than arcsiny/1 — a at their every contact
point. The condition has a clear generalization to ft C IR3, the common boundary F
of dfti and dft2 must consist of sufficiently smooth simple closed curves. Of course,
for such cases the requirements for the admissible control spaces remain unchanged.
The above defined control constraints yield directly that T G Uad implies T G
p| H*~£(I; L2(dft)) (cf. [5], Lemma 2) and the same holds for g(T) if g is non£>0

decreasing.
Generalizing the procedure made in Sec. 1 as well as in [5] and denoting the
anisotropic Sobolev spaces in such a way that the first index corresponds to the time,
the second one to the normal and the third one to the tangential space variable, we
prove that for g(T) G Ha^(S),
for the original system [(1),(2)] or (3) and for ft
without boundary nonsmoothnesses, the corresponding state variable belongs to
Y = Yi(a,/3) x Y2(a,/3), where for N = dim ft and n = min(2a,/J)
(30)

Yi(a,(3): = \w G H«+^+§(Q);

{

^

G H*^(Q)\

dxl

Y2(a,(3)=Y2(a,(3): = \w;VweHa^^^i(Q;RN2),

,

J

^ - e

Ha^(Q)\

дxn

for the system[(l),(2)],

Y2(a,í3) = Ý2(a,/3): = \w; Vw € Ha+^^{Q-

UN*),
дxn

^-£Ha^(Q)

for the System (3).
These facts are written formally In fact, the local behaviour of the "localizations" of
the solution made with the help of the partition of unity is displayed here, provided
these "localizations" are considered after their prolongation to the whole space and
after use of the Fourier transformation to those prolongation as usual. The proof of
(30) is based on the well-known behaviour of the solution for the right-hand side (or
for the right-hand side of the appropriate boundary value condition) belonging to a
suitable anisotropic space, in which the space-regularity index equals twice the timeregularity index, and on the posibility to consider the nonlinear solution-dependent
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terms as additional parts of the right-hand sides, provided their regularity is better
than that of the appropriate original right-hand side. For more general spaces,
the above mentioned results (for the the right-hand sides in L2 and in H™'2™) and
the appropriate shift technique must be used (here possibly for mixed time-space
derivatives). To avoid further technicalities with these methods used in Sec. 1, we do
not present the detailed proofs here. The nonlinearities in systems, however, restrict
the possibility in the use of these methods as it was seen e.g. in Sec. 1 or in different
parts of [5]. However, the relations (30) hold for the system [(1),(2)] or (3) at least
for a E (a 0 ,1) for a suitable a0 E (0, \) and /3 ^ 0 for N = 2, (3 ^ \ for N = 3 in the
isotropic case. For N = 3 and (3 = [/3i,(32] with /32 ^ \, Pi ^ \ - e for 0 < i small
our method proves (30) with h = min(2a,/3i,02) for the system [(1),(2)] without
any additional restrictions; for the system (3) for g bounded below we have proved it
under some additional restriction on the growth of g and its first derivative at -hoo
(see the preceding section). The magnitude of this restriction depends on i. The
methods of proofs of these facts yield also continuity of the operators \t;, i = 1,2,
considered to act between the mentioned spaces. Any occuring nonsmoothnesses of
the boundary or any combination of the original boundary value condition and (28)
or (29) limit the possibility to prove (30) in the space variable which is normal to the
nonsmoothness or to T in the neighbourhood of such singularity—there is a strict
limit for the regularity in this variable which is dependent on the magnitude of the
angle. As the implication T E Ha^(Q) -> g(T) E Ha^(Q) is not true in general,
there are three important problems:
1° the recommended choice of Uad to preserve the validity of g(T) E U for a
given choice of U and each T E Uad- This is clearly true for every Uad if U =
Ha,(3(S) with a,/3 ^ 1, which can be satisfied for two-dimensional problems.
For three-dimensional problems higher-order derivatives of composed functions
must be used which increase the request for the "weak differentiability" of the
functions belonging to Uad- E.g. in the situation of Theorem 1 T must belong to
P| H2~e'2+r/o(5) for Some 770 > 0 to obtain that g(T) satisfies the assumptions
£>0

of that theorem (with the use of Proposition 2). For practical problems in
the context of the above mentioned Lemma 2 from [5] it seems to be reasonable
e.g. to assume additional conditions in the definition of Uad in such a way that in
the spatial direction, where (locally) some discontinuities of the heating regimes
are allowed, there is a constant K such that for all T E Uad and every choice
of t E I and of the possible other spatial variable, the variation of T in the
variable considered is bounded by if. A suitable boundedness in the space of
functions with the Holder continuous derivatives with the appropriate Holder
index represents one of the easiest possibilities how to cope with the "regular"
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spatial variable. Moreover, a bound for the maximal admissible C2-magnitude
of the local coordinate transformation can be obtained. Then for u G Uad the
above mentioned implication is valid (cf. Remark at the end of Sec. 1);
2° the compactness of Uad which is important for the existence of an optimal
control. It depends on the introduction of some additional assumption to Uad—
the compactness can be then ensured by Proposition 2. Adopting e.g. the
above recommended assumptions, we can find suitable spaces U in which Uad
is compact and the state-space constraint has still sense in the corresponding Y
(given by (30));
3° the differentiability of the state operator, particularly of the superposition operators (in the sequel, the superposition operator is the operator u .-> F o u for
a given function F).
We remark that such a choice of Uad does not seem to exceed requests of the
technical practice.
We choose the control space U and the state space Y to obtain continuity of the
cost function, some kind of differentiability of the state operator and compactness of
Uad ensuring that there is an optimal solution of (25). We define spaces
y{(a,(l)
(31) yl(a,(3):=

:= iu G Yi(a,/5); u(0, •) = 0 on ft, / 3 0 ^ = Au a.e. in Q\ ,
[v G Y2(a,(3); t;(0, •) = 0, on ft} ,

y1(a,p)=y{(a^)xy2l(a,(3),
y2

:={[u,v]eY l (a,(3)x? 2 (a J f3);
all equations, all initial conditions
and the boundary condition to the Lame part of (3) hold}.

It is not difficult to see that the relation between the space from which T are taken
and the resulting regularity of [u,v] expressed in (30) can be inverted in the sense
that if [u,v] is in the space defined in (31), then g(T) G Ha^(S).
The operator #1
has two components: $1,1 assigning the temperature part of the state to a given
control and $ i ) 2 assigning the displacement part of the state to it. We can write
$i f i = E 2 o Ei and $ i ) 2 = S 4 o S 3 o S 2 o Si, where S i : T »-> g(T) and E 3 : u >-» y(u)
are the superposition operators, S 2 : f ^ w , the solution of (1) with g(T) = f is onto
3^1 and the linear operator S4: u i-> v, where v is the solution of (2) with 7(1*) = u,
is onto y*.
The appropriate differentiability of the operators employed depends then on the
differentiability of the superposition operators on Besov-Sobolev spaces. As the
problem does not seem to be frequently studied (cf. [12]) and the author has not
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found sufficiently satisfactory literature, we shall slightly touch this problem on IR m —
its extension to the bounded domains with a sufficiently smooth boundary via the
local coordinates method is obvious from the above mentioned technique. We start
with the difference seminorm

(32)

:

llm.fc.a

U

^

k+2a

dxdh

where Ahu(x) = u(x + h) - u(x), a G (0,1) and h e
{0}. Let F Є C3(
and uj e Ha'°(IRm) n B(Rm) (the space of bounded functions) be such that
IM|m,fc,a, |K| m,A;,a < +oo. Then, easily, the same assertion holds for F o (u + //£),
e F' o (u + id), e2F" o(u + fie) for any u G (0, +00). Thus we have
(33)

!|F o (u + џi) - F o u - l F' o u 1 "m,/c,a
= Һ í F'o(u

кЄ)-F'ou)di

+

0
џ

= \e

2

o(u + кЄ)dк

í(џ-к)F"
0

Џ

{џ

^ ( / / (Ì "
U

nl

u

k

2

)|Л/l(u+ кť)l dк \h\- -

)

0

x \\F\\CзW

k 2a

dhdx

\\ñ\в(w»)

+ ll^llm, ,all- ||Cs(il)
5,

fc

..-,..,-

/ ( / - " « ) ! « + K*|dK

As /(/x-/c)|A/ l (u + /c£)(x)|d« ^ tY\Ahu(x))\

+ ^-\Ahe(x)\,

B(R"1)

it is easy to see that the

0

expression in (33) is o(/x), u \ 0. From this we can see that £ P'ou is the appropriate
directional derivative of the superposition operator in the space Ha(Um) for every
vector a E (Rm with all coordinates in (0,1) if both u and e are bounded functions. A
suitable generalization to our case of operators is a little cumbersome, though (with
the help of the renormation and other technique employed in the paper) nearly
obvious.
The operator Ei is unbounded on the chosen type of spaces, but it is clearly
bounded on U = B(Q). Let U0 be the linear span of Uaa (we take its modified
definition from 1°) in U. Then, using the above mentioned result which can be
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extended to our space U due to the Holder continuity of the appropriate derivatives
of the elements of Uo, we prove the Gateaux differentiability of Hi on Uo (with respect
to the norm of U) provided g is sufficiently smooth (e.g. in Cs(IR)).
For differentiability of £3 we must proceed in the above started investigation. In
general, there are three questions concerning differentiability of the superposition
operators on Besov-Sobolev spaces, namely
1. whether the operator is defined on the whole space,
2. whether the element F' o u belongs again to the space,
3. whether it is the directional derivative of F in u with respect to the direction I.
The operator can be Gateaux differentiable on the whole space provided the space
is an algebra (with respect to the point/wise multiplication of its elements). Then
the answer to all the questions is positive, if e.g. g G C[|a|+2] W . where | • | denotes
the max norm and [a] the integer part of the number a. It is cumbersome but not
too difficult to prove it with help of the procedure in (33) used for higher order
derivatives. In fact, the validity of the assertion is based on the possibility to imbed
the employed spaces into Co(Q) using the imbedding theorem (Proposition 2). The
Frechet differentiability is then a consequence of the continuity of the differential as
a mapping.
As the operator u H+ [AU, BU], where Au = fiou — Au on Q and Bu = | ^ + g(u)
on 5, is Frechet differentiable and onto the product of the range of A with U, we
use the implicit function theorem and prove the Frechet differentiability of £2 on
U. Its Frechet differential at a point f in the direction I is the solution of the
equation (1) modified in such a way that I stands for g(T), and g(u) is replaced by
g'(u)u with u the solution of (1) for T replacing g(T). As E4 is continuous linear,
its differentiability is obvious.
Thus we ensure at least the Gateaux differentiability of the state operator $1 on
Uad, where the representative of the differential at a point T acting along a direction
f is the solution [u,v] of the modified system [(1),(2)] with g'(T)f instead of g(T),
7/(ix)(u) instead of j(u) and g'(u)u instead of g(u) with u the "temperature part"
of the solution of the respective original system. The case of the state operator #2
is quite analogous, hence we avoid details.
The nonuniqueness of the solution of the Lame system (2) can occur and the
residual space 1Z of all displacements solving (2) with 7(1/) = 0 can be nonempty.
Therefore we shall assume that, besides its possible dependence on the control T, on
the temperature u and on the independent time and space variables, the cost function
J depends on the projection of v to the complement of 7Z only (which is satisfied
e.g. when it depends on strains and/or stresses related to v). We shall denote this
condition as 4fc- It ensures that the cost function is single-valued for any control from
tfad.
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We sum up the investigations into the following proposition:
Proposition 3. Let U = Ha^(S) with a, (3 satisfying the assumption of Theorem
1 or V for N = 3 or a = \ - e with a suitably small s > 0 and 0 ^ 0 for N = 2.
Let Y be as in (30) or (31), let Yad be given as in (26) and let the assumptions on
r, s mentioned at the beginning of the section hold. Let J be continuous on U x Y
and, in the case of the operator * i , let the condition 4 be satisfied. Let Uad be
compact in U and let the superposition operator T i-> g o T be continuous from Uad
(endowed with the topology of U) into U. Then there exists at least one solution
of the problem (25). If, moreover, J is Frechet differentiable on U x Y then A is
Gateaux differentiable on Uad.
R e m a r k 1. There are several reasonable choices of the cost function for problems arising in technical practice. One of them—the time minimization—was just
treated in [6] in the particular case of spatially constant control variables. In this case
the "time length" T of the heating process is one of the coordinates of the control
variable and norming this length like in [6] we obtain the control variable in the explicit form [T, T|. A reasonable choice of the cost function seems to be J(u(T, -))2 dx
which is to be maximized. Another possibility is the minimum of energy taken as
the 1/2(-5)-integral of the control variable T or minimization of J s(u) — (r(v))2 dx dt
Q

or another value measuring the distance of the reference stress to the maximal admissible one. In these cases, to obtain a reasonable optimal control problem, the
definition of Uad must be completed by a terminal condition u(T, •) = ureq, where
ureq is the required final temperature of the body or a penalized distance of u(T, •)
and ureq must be added into the cost function. All the above choices are taken in
order to select a heating regime "as quick as possible".
2. A particular choice of the reference stress can be done in several ways. For a
given tensor in the form of a symmetric matrix of the degree N = dim ft, denoting
by UJI , . . . , UJM its eigenvalues we can take e.g.
(34)

max

\wA

or

(

Y^

(UI-UJA

1 < t ^
If it is the stress tensor corresponding to the displacement v, we shall take the value
in (34) as the reference stress r(v). We remark that another choice of the reference
stress is the well known Hencky-Huber-Mises stress.

^

"> V

In the sequel we make some remarks concerning the optimality conditions and the
adjoint system. We restrict ourselves to the case when the bound 5 is a constant
and e.g. r(v) = ||Vu|| c ( c . RlV -\. We shall derive an optimality condition for our
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problem, where the main task is to remove the state-space constraint. If we linearize
it, i.e. supposing g and 7 in (1) and (2) are positive constants and having a convex cost
function to be minimized (or a concave function to be maximized, as e.g. J u(T, •) dx)
we can use the vertical perturbation, introducing the problem
(25) p

A(T) -+ inf

subject to

T G Uad, r(u)

t^s+p.

As the Slater condition can be easily satisfied, we can use the perturbation theory
of duality (cf. [3]) and prove the existence of a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker vector.
Under the above introduced restriction to the form of the state-space constraint
our general optimization problem has the the form
A(T) -> inf
(35)

subj. to
minT ^ 0, maxT ^ D, T nondecreasing in time on 5,
||T|| X o ^ q,

h(T) = r(*i(T))

^ s for suitable i G {1,2},

where Xo is a "better" space occuring in the definition of Uad (cf. 1°,2° above).
The first three control constraints can be described with help of Lipschitz functions.
This is clearly impossible, however, for the Ko-norm which must be unbounded on
U. Anyway, such a description defines Uad as a convex compact subset of U. To
be able to use the well-developed Clarke calculus, we are forced to work with the
problem, where the Hi-images of T are controls (though a suitable choice of X0 can
ensure its Lipschitz continuity on Uad). After this change, due to the monotonicity
and smoothness of g all the control constraints can preserve their character (possibly
with a different space XQ and different bounds) and therefore we shall denote it by
(35'). Of course, if we were to preserve the equivalence to the original problem, we
should not be able to assume the set in the new X0 to be a ball. We respect here,
however, mainly the consequences for practice and the auxiliary character of this
constraint which, in fact, is added here to ensure the compactness of Uad only. Then
the state-space constraint and the cost function are Lipschitz and we can use the
Clarke generalization of the Lagrange multiplier theory ([2], §6.1) which yields the
existence of numbers A o ^ 0 , A i ^ 0 , / C ^ 0 not all equal to 0 such that for every
solution T* of the problem (35')
(36)

0 G AodA(T*) + \idh(T+) +

IC(X0,\1)ddUad(Tit)

provided the problem has the form of minimization of A (its transcription to the
maximization problem is obvious). Here d denotes the Clarke generalized gradient
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of the functions employed and duad is dist(-,Uaa) which is convex due to our new
formulation of the problem. Moreover, the proposed cost functions are continuously
differentiate, therefore <9A = A'. For solutions T* of (35'), where the MangasarianFromowitz constraint qualification
(37)

3

3 \\f\\u = 1, T*+\f

G Uad, A G (0, A0), and (ro* l j 2 )°(T*;f) = r0 < 0

frzjj A 0 >0

(where £°(z0;zi) is the Clarke directional derivative of a function £ in z0 and a
direction z\) is satisfied, we can assume in (36) that A0 = 1 (see [2]). Due to the
nonempty interior of Yac\ such an assumption is reasonable.
The calculation of the employed Clarke gradient as well as of A' needs the calculation of the adjoint operators to the gradients of \J/r. Let Y = Y\ x Y2 be as in
(30). For i = 1 we have the adjoint operator to H 2 (T) mapping a given z G Yf to
y = w/s, where w is a solution of the equation
(38)

/30-£j- = -Aw - z on Q,

-^

= -g'(u)w

on 5,

w(T, •) = 0 on _1

with u = S 2 (T). The adjoint operator to (H4 o E3)'(u) has the form z \-+ y =
Y(u) diviZ), where w is the solution of the Lame system
(39)

(1 - 2a)Aw + V div w = -(2 + 2a)z o n l ] , t G 7,
(l-2o)(-^-

+ ((z/, V-.w).) j + 2ov div uj = 0 on 9ft, t G I.

For the operator * 2 ( T ) we obtain the adjoint operator in the form £ i-> u/s, where
u is a component of the solution of the system
(30u + Au = 7 ; (u)divU,

1

f
U + ( l - 2 O r ) A i ) - (1 -2o)Av-Vdivv

= (2 + 2a)(-Z

- S0Vu) J

+ ((i/, V.i3)0) +

2ovdivv

on

^'

(40) {
- (1 - 2(7i)|^ + (1 -

2(T)(|^

> on 5,

= (2 + 2o)80uv
U(T,

•) = o, v(r, •) = o, U(r, •) = o on n

r

with Z(£, •) = f z(r, -)dr. This fact is a consequence of the Green theorem. We
t

remark that the well-known general properties of adjoint operators ensure the existence and unicity of a solution for both linear adjoint systems [(38),(39)] and (40), if
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u is the temperature component of a solution of the original system for T G Uad • Of
course, for the input data of (39) the condition that 1Z lies in their kernel must be
fulfilled. Note the terminal-time condition in both adjoint systems corresponding to
the opposite sign at u and v\ Due to the bad input data from the dual spaces, the
solutions are in certain classes of "very weak" solutions in general. Further calcula
tion of the Clarke gradient represents an appropriate use of the corresponding chain
rule and the theorem concerning the differentiation of the max-function (cf. [2]).
Finally, we consider the problem [(1),(2)] and the cost function in the form

(41)

7(«,Ф lU )=У(u(T,-)) 2 áx

which is to be maximized. We ensure on the base of the comparison theorem for the
heat equation (cf. e.g. [13]) that for any solution T* of the problem (25), r(v+) = s,
where v* = ^ I ^ T * . Indeed, if it is not true, it is not difficult to find in a small
neighbourhood of T* a heating regime T G Uad which heats faster than T* and the
state-space constraint remains valid. With the same argument we are even able
to prove that ||Vu(T)||c 0 (n) = s for v = \Pi j2 (T) for any solution v of (25). Let
us assume that T* is an isolated optimal solution of (25) such that the condition
(37) holds with the usual directional derivative. (We remark that, in a particular
case 7(11) = 70 u with 70 a constant, such a situation occurs e.g. if g'(cz) ^ cg'(z),
ze (0,D),ce
(l-e,l),
e > 0 arbitrarily small and 0(T*)-0(tf u r.O+0'(*i,iT*) > 0
on Q which holds e.g. for strictly convex g.) Let B be such a ball in the space U
that in T* + B there is no solution of (25) but T*. Denote by (25) £ p the problem
of the form (25) p , where Uad is replaced by Uad n (T* + B). Denoting by Tp the
solutions of ( 2 5 ) B P , we prove that Tp -> T* for p -> 0. Indeed, if a sequence pn \ 0,
then there is some its subsequence {pnk} and some T0 G Uad such that TPn —•> T 0 .
As A is continuous, A(T Pn ) ^ A(T*) and \-/i(T0) G Y^, clearly T0 = T*, because on
T* + B, T* is the only solution of (25). On the other hand, if pn /* 0, T0 is a limit of
a subsequence of TPn and A (To) < A(T*), then we easily obtain a contradiction with
the assumption concerning the existence of T. Therefore To = T* in this case, too.
In general, for TPn being a solution of (25) Pn , the above described procedure proves
that every cluster point of {TPn} satisfying (37) is a solution of (25).

3. APPENDIX—A SHORT SURVEY OF REGULARIZATION TECHNIQUE EMPLOYED

As the employed detailed regularization technique is essential for the results of the
preceding sections and not all readers are necessarily familiar with it, we offer this
survey. For the definition of Besov-Sobolev spaces we refer to [1], [11]. For those
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being square integrable together with all their existing derivatives, the following
renormation lemma (Lemma 1 in [5] proved on p. 428) is very useful:
L e m m a . For an arbitrary function f: UN -> U, any k eM and any a G (0, k) we
have

( 42 )

JI[T0^J

dxdh = ZN,k(a)J\fWd£,

where by hat the Fourier transform is denoted, Af: f(x)
x,he UN, A£ = A£ o A£_ 1? k G N and
(43)
.1,

U

i-> (f(x + h) — f(x)),

N = l,

R-V-i

We remark that Lemma together with the well-known results for "entire" derivatives (cf. e.g. [9], Chapter 1, Sec. 1.2) makes different renormations for fractionalderivative norms and seminorms possible. Particularly, Lemma together with the
localization technique enables us to rewrite the nonlinear boundary terms occuring in the proof of Theorem 1 or Theorem 1\ Another fact proved in that paper
(Lemma 2 there) and used in the preceding sections is the bounded H2-£-norm of
functions having bounded variation on a bounded interval for any e > 0.
Assume that for any x G <9ft there is a function ip: UN~l -> U, ip(0) = 0 such
that, after a suitable rotation and shift of the coordinate system, x = 0 and there is a
neighbourhood U of 0 and a number rj > 0 such that {[y, z] G UN~X x(R; y G U & z G

My) My) + v)} c ft and {[y,z] e uN~x xu-,yeu

kze

My)-rj,^(y))}

c

UN \ ft. The local straightening of the boundary is than the mapping [y,z] i->
[y,z — ip(y)]. If the boundary is smooth at x, we can assume that V'0(O) = 0. The
localization technique requires the existence of a sufficiently smooth partition of unity
on ft. Let x G supp DPI5ft, where g belongs to the partition of unity. If the test function in a variational equation has support in a small neighbourhood of x, then (after
the straightening of the boundary) the appropriate volume and boundary integrals in
the variational formulation can be replaced by certain integrals over a half-space and
subspace, respectively. If supp g is sufficiently small, u is a solution of the problem
and h is the tangential direction to the straightened boundary, then D2A£u can be
put as a test function. Adding together suitable shifts of the variational problem
with the same test function, we can usually obtain, after some calculation, a certain estimate for the seminorm of the type (42) at gu. (If x G ft, the straightening
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of the boundary and the restriction to tangential directions is redundant.) For the
sake of simplicity, the localization technique is used "implicitly" in proofs in Sec. 1,
particularly u stands for gu there and the estimates of terms containing differences
of Q or of its derivatives, easily based on the assumed smoothness of that function,
are avoided. The terms created by the straightening of the boundary (small perturbations of the elliptic operators) are also avoided; the assumed smoothness of <9ft,
i.e. of the function ip, yields easily their estimates. For further details we refer again
to [5] and also to [4], where the above mentioned technique is explained in all details
on a slightly different problem with the Lame system.
An analogous technique is used when the extension of functions from ft to whole
IRN is necessary such that the (Besov-)Sobolev norm on IR^ of the extension is
bounded by a certain multiple of the norm on ft. In addition, an extension procedure
from the half-space to the whole space described in [9], Chapter 1, Sec. 2.2 is employed
here.
The trace theorem is based on the technique of the straightening of the boundary,
on the Fubini theorem and on Corollary of Proposition 1 (its version in which the
imbedding into Co in the normal direction holds).
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